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Beginning jQueryApress, 2013

	Beginning jQuery is your step-by-step guide to learning the jQuery library. jQuery is the most popular JavaScript library in the web developer’s toolkit. Jack Franklin takes you from the basics of getting you started with jQuery, right through to extending jQuery by writing your own plug-ins. You'll...


		

iPhone For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
The iPhone 3G is here! You’ll want to make the most of it, and iPhone For Dummies, 2nd Edition is ready to help. Master the multitouch interface, send text messages, enjoy rich-HTML e-mail, use GPS maps, and more, with this full-color guide to show you how!
    Edward C. Baig and “Dr. Mac” Bob LeVitus, two giants of...


		

Java XML and JSONApress, 2016

	
		
			
				Java XML and JSON is your one-stop guide to mastering the XML metalanguage and JSON data format along with significant Java APIs for parsing and creating XML/JSON documents (and more). The first six chapters focus on XML along with the SAX, DOM, StAX, XPath, and XSLT APIs. The remaining four...









		

AJAX, Rich Internet Applications, and Web Development for Programmers (Deitel Developer Series)Prentice Hall, 2008
Welcome to Internet and web programming andWeb 2.0! And welcome to a walkthrough of the Web 2.0 phenomenon from the technical, business and social perspectives. We’ve worked hard to create what we hope you’ll find to be an informative, entertaining and challenging learning experience. At Deitel & Associates, we write programming...

		

Arquillian Testing GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Get familiarized with the Arquillian framework and its capabilities to carry out integration and functional testing on a Java virtual machine


	Overview

	
		Build effective unit tests and integration using Arquillian and JUnit
	
		Leverage Arquillian to test all aspects of your application –...



		

Plug-In JavaScript 100 Power SolutionsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	100 JavaScript power solutions in one handy guide


	This practical resource contains 100 ready-to-run JavaScript plug-ins you can use to create dynamic Web content. The book begins by explaining JavaScript, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and the Document Object Model (DOM). Then, each chapter in Plug-In JavaScript offers...






		

The XML Companion (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2001
 XML Companion – 3/e  This fully revised edition of this popular book is now up-to-date and even more comprehensive than before. If you're a current or potential XML user looking for just one reference to get you up to speed on XML with clarity, comprehensive coverage and precision, then this book will be your essential and...


		

DOM Scripting: Web Design with JavaScript and the Document Object ModelApress, 2010

	This book deals with a programming language, but it isn’t intended for programmers. This is a book for web designers. Specifically, this book is intended for standards-aware designers who are comfortable using CSS and HTML. If that sounds like you, read on.


	This book is made up of equal parts code and concepts. Don’t be...


		

Document Object Model : Processing Structured DocumentsMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Web applications have come a long way since the release of Netscape
Navigator 2.0, the first web browser to have a scripting language
embedded in it. That language, JavaScript, allowed developers for the
first time to manipulate their web pages directly in the user’s browser. From those
humble beginnings arose the Document...





		

Modern Python Standard Library Cookbook: Over 100 recipes to fully leverage the features of the standard library in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build optimized applications in Python by smartly implementing the standard library

	
		Key Features

		
			Strategic recipes for effective application development in Python
	
			Techniques to create GUIs and implement security through cryptography
	
			Best practices for...




		

Java XML and JSON: Document Processing for Java SEApress, 2019

	
		
			Use this guide to master the XML metalanguage and JSON data format along with significant Java APIs for parsing and creating XML and JSON documents from the Java language. New in this edition is coverage of Jackson (a JSON processor for Java) and Oracle’s own Java API for JSON processing (JSON-P), which is a JSON...




		

Learning HTML5 by Creating Fun GamesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learning should be fun, especially when it comes to getting to grips with HTML5. Each chapter of this book teaches a new concept of HTML5 by helping you develop a relevant game. It’s education without the effort.


	Overview

	
		Learn the basics of this emerging technology and have fun doing it
	...
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